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ENCL-400-WP and ENCL-SPPS-WP
Replacement Weather Protected

Enclosures
Rated for Outdoor Environment Wet Location

-40 °C to +66 °C (-40 F to 151 F)

Figure 1 Bottom view

Figure 4 Top view without cover
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Figure 2 ENCL-SPPS-WP side view Figure 3 ENCL-400-WP side view
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Mounting holes for 

FH-400-RR-WP, 

FS-400-RR-WP, 

FHS-400-RR-WP

Mounting holes for 

SPPS-204-25R-WP, 

SPPS-204-70R-WP, 

SPP-204-25R-WP, 

SPP-204-70R-WP

CAUTION: Do not 
remove rubber 
gasket

2 threaded knockouts (NPT 3/4”) on top and bottom 

and 2 knockout holes for 3/4” conduit on left and right

Push in the 4 

optional tabs if 

required
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Mounting
Mount ENCL-400-WP directly on the wall or ceiling depending on the model of horn, strobe or horn/strobe. When mounting 
on the wall, mount the enclosure with the word TOP at the top, and mount the device with the MGC nameplate at the top.

For more information, see LT-6511 400-WP Series Weather Protected Notification Appliances.

Figure 5 Mount the horn, strobe, and horn/strobe in ENCL-400-WP

Mount ENCL-SPPS-WP directly on the wall or ceiling depending on the model of speaker or speaker/strobe. When 
mounting on the wall, mount the enclosure with the word TOP at the top, and mount the device with the MGC nameplate at 
the bottom.

Note: Select the candela setting prior to installing the device in the mounting plate.

Table 1  ENCL-400-WP is a replacement enclosure for the following models

Table 2  ENCL-SPPS-WP is a replacement enclosure for the following models

FH-400-RR-WP Weather protected wall/ceiling mounted horn, red

FS-400-RR-WP Weather protected wall mounted strobe, red

FHS-400-RR-WP Weather protected wall mounted horn/strobe, red

SPPS-204-25R-WP Weather protected wall mounted speaker/strobe 25V, red

SPPS-204-70R-WP Weather protected wall mounted speaker/strobe 70V, red

SPP-204-25R-WP Weather protected wall/ceiling mounted speaker 25V, red

SPP-204-70R-WP Weather protected wall/ceiling mounted speaker 70V, red
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1. Before mounting, disassemble the 
unit as show in figure 5.

2. Secure the enclosure directly to the 
wall or ceiling.

3. Attach the mounting plate to the holes 
marked NAC in the enclosure with the 
2 included screws.

4. Snap the horn, strobe, or horn/strobe 
on to the mounting plate and secure it 
with the securing screw. Snap the 
nameplate over the screw.

5. Secure the transparent cover over the 
assembly with the 4 included screws.

Figure 6 Mount the speaker and speaker/strobe in enclosure
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1. Before mounting, disassemble the unit 
as shown in figure 6.

2. Secure the enclosure directly to the 
wall or ceiling.

3. Attach the mounting plate to the 2 
holes marked SP-ST on the enclosure 
with the 2 included mounting screws.

4. Attach the speaker or speaker/strobe 
to the mounting plate with the 2 
included screws.

5. Attach the top cover with the included 
securing screw and snap the 
nameplate over the securing screw.

6. Secure the transparent cover over the 
assembly with the 4 included screws.


